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Overview
Strategy
Peace National Park
· Management Takhi Population
Gobi and Central Asia
· Habitat Protection
· Connecting habitats for free
ranging takhis in the long term
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The picture above is showing an overview over the main points of the strategy. Here are
the comments on it:

Strategy
The three main points of ITG’s Mission are:
Management of the the Takhi population on the regional level (Gobi B) and on the
international Level (Central Asia)
Protection of the habitat of the Takhi: Gobi B and its surroundings
Connecting habitats for free ranging takhis in the long term
In a longer view ITG has the vision of the transnational Peace Park including Gobi A,
Gobi B, Khalameili NB and the areas between these Core zones.
The new strategy has to be well balanced between goals, finances, organizations and
cooperations.
Therefore the strategy is strictly focused on the three main points of the mission.
Organization
Until know the organization had two main weaknesses:
·

Resources for executive work were extremely restricted. There was a gap between
the demands and possibilities to fulfill them.

·

Due to that gap the control of the executive staff in Mongolia was deficient. The
executive organization in Mongolia hat to be revised and the performance has to
be examined.

Finances
The main finance of ITG is based on “Friends of the Takhi”. Friends of the Takhi are a
sustainable source of finance to pay for the basic needs of the project. But the source is
not producing enough income to finance the development of the project as well as
different projects. For this purpose ITG will focus on two potential sources:
·

Foundations (Swiss and international ones)

·

Luxemburg Founds for Mongolia

Cooperations
Cooperations are crucial for the success of the reintroduction project. The most important
is the cooperation between ITG and the Mongolian Ministry for Environment, Nature and
Green Development. ITG is the responsible Partner which has to embed the activities of
all other organizations involved. The project is depending in active, initiative Partners, but
their activities have to be integrated in the framework of the cooperation between the
Ministry and ITG.
Partly cooperations with partners of ITG have been poorly managed due to the very
restricted resources. An important example is the cooperation with Prague zoo. In the
future ITG has to concentrate on few strategic partnerships. For each one a member of
the executive board will be responsible.
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